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Project complexity = project + complexity. I
get project, but what is complexity?

Hint: Complexity: from com- (“together”) and plectere (“to weave, braid”)
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I know what you are thinking – this is for
academics to worry about …

Yes, academics also worry about it too.
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I know what you are thinking – this is for
academics to worry about …
Even IRM had its a stab at it, within the broader framework of ERM
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It’s cool, we can deal with it – more data is
complexity’s kryptonite. Isn’t it?
Online clicks

Stock trading

Project delivery

Big data
Real-time
Error-free
(relatively)
Rich context

Data is the new land – it is the ground upon which we build new (or
existing) “things” to generate value, it is not a mere input.
work for
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Complexity = rich context? Not quite
Rich, contextual data is a blessing and a curse. It’s great because we
can do new things. And it sucks, because you have to do new things.
The great part: Other industries have already gone through a digital
transformation. So can we. So let’s copy what they did. We just need
what they have.

The bad part: We don’t have what they have. So we have to innovate
on how we do things.

work for
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Let’s approach things differently. All we need
a special lens – a networks lens.
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Well, this is how they actually look like.

I recently co-edited a Special Issue for the Civil Engineering and Environmental Systems journal; let me know if you are interested in its content
and I can share it with you.

We are working with partners around the globe
to crack this nut. This is what we know up to now.
Finding: Tasks inherit delays
even when free float is not
entirely consumed.
Let that sink in a minute.
Let’s look at a +£bn project.

All findings are under-review to leading, open-access technical journals – in that way we are actively contributing to the broader body of
knowledge. We are all in this together, as a community.
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We are working with partners around the globe
to crack this nut. This is what we know up to now.
Finding: Performance
perturbations are contagious, for
up to 5 neighbours. Even without
eating up the entirety of the free
float.
So, an activity’s great-great-great’grandparent’ impacts it’s own
performance.
All findings are under-review to leading, open-access technical journals – in that way we are actively contributing to the broader body of
knowledge. We are all in this together, as a community.
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We are working with partners around the globe
to crack this nut. This is what we know up to now.
Finding: Good news – there
appears to be some natural
properties that capture the
entire spectrum of project
performance, from good to bad.

All findings are under-review to leading, open-access technical journals – in that way we are actively contributing to the broader body of
knowledge. We are all in this together, as a community.
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This is only the beginning - there is still lots
to be done, at a community level.
• Project data are rich and complex. They are also different from other sorts of
data. This is because the systems that they represent (i.e., projects) are
‘wicked’, socio-technical and broad.
• Adopting a complexity lens can help us shed light on how harmful behaviours
operate, and support decision makers in a transparent, auditable way.
• There is a lot to be done, and we need a spirit of shared ownership in order to
help the industry as whole. Industry gains = we gain.

In the meantime, if you want to experience a brief view of the future,
just sign-up for your 30-day free Nodes & Links’ Aegis trial on our
website. Come for the productivity gains, stay for the insights.

Thank you for your time!
Greg Lawton | CEO
greg@nodeslinks.com
christos@nodeslinks.com
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Introduction – what is i3P?
i3P has been in existence since 2016, and has over
the years grown, and started to establish itself as a
force for change within the infrastructure industry.
During this time the industry has created a wealth of
groups and initiatives looking to modernise,
professionalise and decarbonise its work. i3P is
tactically placed to provide a ‘delivery’ platform
through which these initiatives can test and develop
their ideas in practice.
i3P has reached a point of inflection where it’s
opportunity to grow and deliver more impact for its
members and to the industry is tangible.
It has secured over £5m of funding for its members
and is leading numerous work streams across the
industry landscape to deliver on 4 priority themes.
With an industry focussed SME programme, we can
tap into a wealth of knowledge and skills.

•
•
•
•

Zero Carbon World
Demand Side Capable Clients
Supply Side Industrialise
Healthy safe and well

i3P Landscape

•
•
•
•
•
•

We have a lot of cross over with other industry
bodies, policy makers, .gov and SMEs
We share a lot of commonality, and must collaborate
and share the load to solve common problems
We have access to a broad network of knowledge
inside and out of the industry
We are well placed to trial, feedback and hear what
the real challenges are
We must feedback to industry and our peers.
We must share and adopt other solutions and
discoveries.

i3P have access to the boots on the ground for our
industry – we are best placed to influence change in
our industry providing effective feedback to industry
leadership, we make change happen.

Share the same
clients
Driven by the need
to change
Influence industry
standards
Work with supply
chain & SMEs
Harness
technology
Common
challenges

Industry wanting to
change
Strategic themes
Collaboration is key
Share knowledge
Deliver solutions
Improve
productivity
Drive safety
standards

Looking ahead …

The landscape has changed since i3P was launched

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Government changes
Brexit
Covid-19
Environmental focuses (e.g. Carbon, plastic etc…)
Inclusivity, and diversity
Build back better strategy
Focus of productivity and value for money
Speed of delivery of projects
Economic challenges
The push for digital and technology
Technological advancements

Innovation and knowledge management reduces the risk of delivering projects in this
environment, through creating a culture and capability to adapt to the changes that
occur, either by decree or by acts of nature.

Knowledge is power…
•

Only if it re-applied and taught. Avoid making mistakes.
• Lessons learned != same mistakes being re-applied!

•

Re-applying knowledge is a type of innovative behaviour
• Capturing ideas leads to more chance to improve / replace
processes or drive up standards.
• It also leads to potential development of completely new
products and services
• It adds more value to existing services / processes

•

What is stopping you from sharing solution?
• Creating an open culture of collaboration, encouragement and
support.
• Empowered people within organisations have larger impact to
change and add value to a business.

•
•

Industry scouting – what are other industries doing?
How can you collaborate more?

•

Re-applied ideas / knowledge have been proven to create value
and reduce risk.
• It also reduces cost and drives quality improvement
• Improves reputation and credibility

•

Challenge: We do not make original mistakes! Why? We don’t learn…

•

Skills + culture = getting comfortable with sharing our homework /
pinching with pride

Start doing more of this

Let’s get good at this

Innovation and Knowledge Helps Mitigate Risk
Organisational Maturity

NAIVE

AWARE

DEFINED

MANAGED

ENABLED

Has not yet developed
an approach for
capturing ideas and/or
re-applying knowledge.

Scattered silo based
approach to knowledge
and innovation
management.

Knowledge and
innovation
management strategy
and policies in place
and communicated

Enterprise wide
innovation management
approach considering
knowledge management
and re-applying expertise
at highest level but could
be further enabled in
decision making.

New ideas
explored/exploited on an
informed basis.

Mistakes are a nuisance,
would rather avoid the
talk of them or explore
them.

Mitigate mistakes and
previous errors as they

become relevant.

across the organization.
Targeting business
improvements

Innovation & Knowledge
management is used to
help manage multiple
aspects of the
organisation.

DATA A N D K N OW L E D G E O P E N S A M E C H A N I S M FO R T H E CO R E T E A M S O N T H E R I S K S T H E Y W I L L E X P O S E
T H E M S E LV E S A N D T H E P RO J E C T TO, I F U S E D T H E Y C A N P L A N ACCO R D I NG LY A N D R E D U C E R I S K
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SO WE BUILT ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE THAT
LEARNS HOW PROJECTS WERE EXECUTED

The input (training data) is in the form of detailed historic

project schedules in *.XML or *.XER format. The training
data is automatically understood by the nPlan algorithms.
1000s of past schedules are used to create an accurate
prediction for the future.

OUR SOLUTIONS INCLUDE CUSTOM FEATURES THAT
DELIVER INSIGHTS TO A RANGE OF STAKEHOLDERS

A FEW OF OUR PARTNERS
—

30

QUANTITATIVE BENEFITS

10% REDUCTION IN
CONTINGENCY BUDGETS

25% REDUCTION IN PREMIUM
COST WORK

30% REDUCTION
CLAIMS

Increased confidence in time-cost

Work fronts open and close to

Both client and contractor know

will enable a reduction in

plan, less reactive work and a

and understand the time risk

contingency budgets, reducing the

saving on expensive remedial work

involved in the project, reducing

cost of money on projects

to restore schedule

the need/frequency of time-cost
claims

IN

QUALITATIVE BENEFITS

ASSURANCE OF CONTRACTS

INCREASED

CONFIDENCE

Prior to project sanction, schedules

The independent assessment from

TRANSPARENCY ACROSS THE
ORGANISATION

have been validated and contracts

nPlan creates certainty in project

Risk of projects and latest end date

have greater certainty. Durations

delivery leading to improved

estimates are now accurately

are data driven, not subjective.

stakeholder relations.

communicated, via a common portal,
without human bias.

